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Dynamic behaviour of SOFC short stacks
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Abstract

Electrical output behaviour obtained on solid oxide fuel cell stacks, based on planar anode supported cells (50 or 100 cm2 active area) and
metallic interconnects, is reported. Stacks (1–12 cells) have been operated with cathode air and anode hydrogen flows between 750 and 800 ◦C
operating temperature. At first polarisation, an activation phase (increase in power density) is typically observed, ascribed to the cathode but not
clarified. Activation may extend over days or weeks. The materials are fairly resistant to thermal cycling. A 1-cell stack cycled five times in 4 days
at heating/cooling rates of 100–300 K h−1, showed no accelerated degradation. In a 5-cell stack, open circuit voltage (OCV) of all cells remained
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onstant after three full cycles (800–25 ◦C). Power output is little affected by air flow but markedly influenced by small fuel flow variation. Fuel
tilisation reached 88% in one 5-cell stack test. Performance homogeneity between cells lay at ±4–8% for three different 5- or 6-cell stacks, but
as poor for a 12-cell stack with respect to the border cells. Degradation of a 1-cell stack operated for 5500 h showed clear dependence on operating

onditions (cell voltage, fuel conversion), believed to be related to anode reoxidation (Ni). A 6-cell stack (50 cm2 cells) delivering 100 Wel at 790 ◦C
1 kWel L−1 or 0.34 W cm−2) went through a fuel supply interruption and a thermal cycle, with one out of the six cells slightly underperforming
fter these events. This cell was eventually responsible (hot spot) for stack failure.

2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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. Introduction

Planar solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) are reaching the stage
hat reasonable durability under steady state operating condi-
ions can be achieved (e.g. <2% degradation/1000 h for several
000 h [1,2]), when properly addressing microstructural stabili-
ation especially of the electrodes [3] and minimising interfacial
eactions at electrode/electrolyte [4] and electrode/current col-
ector boundaries [5,6]. In addition to steady state durability,
he technology also has to cope with transient situations such
s start-up/shut-down, conditioning protocols (first operation),
hermal cycling or thermal runaway, reforming dynamics, gas
upply failures, etc. This is especially true for planar stacks,
here different thin ceramic and metal layers with an amount
f sealant alternate in a compact volume where reactive gases
irculate in a pressure and temperature gradient. Understanding
nd control of the dynamics of the devices is as much key to
uccessful application as minimal long-term degradation. The

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +41 21 693 35 10; fax: +41 21 693 35 02.
E-mail address: jan.vanherle@epfl.ch (J. Van herle).

present contribution reports on test results obtained on short
SOFC stacks of recent design [7] and emphasizes aspects of
their transient behaviour.

2. Experimental

The cells supplied by the company HTceramix S.A. are
composed of planar, nickel–zirconia anode supported, 200 �m
thin cells with a 6 �m zirconia electrolyte, fabricated by tape
casting, and a 30 �m perovskite cathode, deposited by screen
printing [8]. They are assembled to stacks using 750 �m
flat metal interconnect sheets (T-458 from Allegheny Lud-
lum, United States) and intercalated gas distribution layers
(SOFCONNEXTM design [7]), for a repeating unit height below
3 mm. The stack footprint is 8 cm × 8 cm, the cathode active area
around 50 cm2. Manifolding is internal, via feed holes for air
and fuel, exiting at opposite edges left unsealed [9]. The assem-
bled stacks, sometimes consisting of a single repeating unit,
are compressed (spring-load, usually 0.4 kg cm−2) in a metal
housing equipped with feeding tubes and electrical feedthroughs
and which fits into a test furnace (Rohde, Germany). They are
378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2005.10.040
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Fig. 1. Cell voltage as a function of time for a 1-cell stack (50 cm2 active area) at 750 ◦C polarised galvanostatically, H2 flow 210 ml min−1, air flow 2 L min−1,
displaying oscillating behaviour (A and B), stabilisation and final failure at low voltage (C).

typically heated at 150 K h−1 to 750 ◦C under air flow; at high
temperature, argon is flushed to the anode compartments then
replaced with hydrogen, usually with and more rarely without
humidification (2–3% water vapour, gas washing bottle). Elec-
trical characterisation is performed using an electronic load (60
A, Agilent 6060B) and voltage source (Kepco RCW-350W)
in series with the stack elements. Impedance spectroscopy is
carried out using equipment from Zahner Elektrik GmbH, Ger-
many. When not specified otherwise below, typical gas flows
were of 8 ml min−1 cm−2 for H2 and 40 ml min−1 cm−2 for air,
and the furnace temperature 750 ◦C, leading to local temper-
atures between 760 and 790 ◦C depending on gas flows and
location of the thermocouples. Voltage, current, temperature and
pressure values are monitored on line using data acquisition.

Some of the cells were fabricated to 100 cm2 active area
with a central fuel feed hole and tested as 5-cell stacks in a
design employed at Sulzer AG, Switzerland [10], using metal
interconnects with channeling structure. Testing conditions were
otherwise very similar (800 ◦C, humidified H2, air, 0.4 kg cm−2

load) to those specified above.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Cathode activation

With first operation of several short stacks (one to four repeat-
i

which is given in Fig. 1. The oscillations are severe (amplitude
up to 200 mV, constant current 0.1 A cm−2) and slow (period
of 1 h and more). Whether as a function of time or of cur-
rent density, the amplitude decreases (to less than 100 mV after
50 h, at increased current density of 0.14 A cm−2) and the period
increases (Fig. 1A and B), until the oscillation disappears after 1
week. The voltage oscillation was independent of the operating
point: when switching the cell to open circuit (OCV) and back
to polarised condition (Fig. 1A, 3 h and B, 27 h), the oscillation
continued from where it left before the interruption to OCV. This
does not support the interpretation that the oscillation would be
due to steam accumulation in the anode: after a switch to OCV,
one would expect stagnant steam to be purged and thus, upon
renewed polarisation, the cell voltage to be higher than before
the interruption.

We have observed these oscillations with a cathode type of
LaSrMnO3, and only on 50 cm2 repeating units, not on small sin-
gle cells (10 cm2 anode supports, 1 cm2 cathodes, using Pt and Ni
mesh current collectors [8,11]) from otherwise identical making.
When replacing the LaSrMnO3 (LSM) cathode with a different
material, LaSrFeO3 (LSF), no oscillations occur (Figs. 2 and 3).
The oscillation shape displayed in Fig. 1A and B resembles a
polarographic half wave [12], as described before for LSM cath-
odes when strongly polarised and then allowed to relax to a new
state [13,14], determined to be related to the Mn3+/Mn4+ redox
couple present in the material [13,15]. The phenomenon might
t
ng units), oscillating cell voltage was observed, an example of
 hus be related to oxygen starvation and cathode reduction in
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Fig. 2. Cell voltage as a function of time (A) for a 1-cell stack (50 cm2 active
area) at 800 ◦C polarised galvanostatically, H2 flow 4.8 ml min−1 cm−2 (fuel
utilisation 40% at 13 A), air flow 30 ml min−1 cm−2 and (B) for a small sin-
gle cell (1 cm2 cathode, Pt and Ni mesh collectors), H2 flow 140 ml min−1,
air flow 280 ml min−1, both displaying performance activation. In (B), decay
beyond 280 h was under potentiostatic control (0.7 V), but with some instru-
mental instability artefact.

poorly air-fed zones of a stack element (not occurring in a small
single cell test flown with large air excess), generally due to
leaks. Nevertheless, it is not understood or quantifiable at the
present time.

Fig. 3. Impedance spectroscopy result on a small cell (1 cm2 cathode on 10 cm2

anode support, with Pt and Ni mesh current collectors) and a 1-cell stack element
(50 cm2 cell with metal interconnects) at similar test temperature (800 ◦C) and
current density (OCV, 0.2 A cm−2) (cf. Fig. 2A and B). Numbers −1 to 4 indicate
sweep frequencies in powers of 10 Hz.

Fig. 1C finally illustrates that cell failure occurred (205 h)
when at low polarisation voltage (ca. 0.5 V for 15 A or
0.3 A cm−2, fuel utilisation 50%), even though operation then
appeared more stable than at higher voltage (0.7 V, 175–190 h
in Fig. 1C). This was noted several times (see also Fig. 17),
believed to be related to anode limitation and will be discussed
further below.

Fig. 2A shows that oscillations were absent when using an
LSF cathode with otherwise identical configuration and test con-
ditions. In addition, a small activation of the performance can be
seen. Finally, it is noted that termination of this test (125 h) is pre-
ceded by small random fluctuations, possible pointing to crack
initiation around a hot spot, until cell fracturing: post mortem
inspection showed a single crack passing the fuel feed hole.
The activation is more clearly observed on a small single cell
with noble mesh current collectors (Fig. 2B), where current can
be substantially higher and where no overlapping degradation
occurs due to the deteriorating metal interconnect contact resis-
tance, which is measured separately and known to take place
from the beginning onwards of each test [7].

Activation spreads over roughly 100–200 h (measured repeat-
edly on several small and large cells) until stabilisation. From
the comparison between Fig. 2A (stack element, 50 cm2) and
Fig. 2B (small single cell, 1 cm2 cathode), measured on iden-
tical materials, a performance difference of almost a factor 4
(0.25 A cm−2 versus 0.95 A cm−2, both at 0.7 V) is visible. Elec-
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rochemical impedance spectroscopy, EIS (Fig. 3), points to
he various contributions to this difference. From the measure-

ents is seen that both the ohmic (0.4 � cm2 versus 0.1 � cm2)
nd the polarisation loss (0.7 � cm2 versus 0.35 � cm2) largely
ontribute (values given for the spectra taken at similar cur-
ent density, ca. 0.2 A cm−2 in both cases). The increased ohmic
oss is due to additional contribution from the metal intercon-
ects and related to contact inhomogeneity for the larger surface
confirmed by independent measurements), the increased polar-
sation loss to higher local current density and strongly differ-
nt flow fields between both tests. Closer investigation in this
irection, especially of EIS data and using a segmented stack
epeating element, was conducted [16]. Fig. 3 also shows that
he frequency windows of the two arcs have shifted between both
ell cases and that impedance grows with dc-bias for the large
ell (concentration limitation) but diminishes with dc-bias for
he small cell. For the latter, at high current density (1.6 A cm−2,
.5 V cell potential), the cell polarisation resistance drops to
.25 � cm2.

Figs. 4 and 5 show that, by further cathode optimisation,
he performance gap between a small single cell (800 ◦C,
.9 W cm−2, 0.7 V) and a larger stack element can be reduced
750 ◦C, 0.42 W cm−2, 0.62 V) to roughly a factor of 2, fur-
her confirmed by comparing the EIS results (not shown) and
he approximate I–V curve slopes for both systems (apparent
rea specific resistance or asr, in � cm2), relating as 0.25 and
.54 � cm2, respectively. Again an increase in performance is
bserved (cathode activation): the increase is limited to only
0% (for 450 h) for the stack element, because of compensa-
ion by overlapping decay mechanisms (e.g. the metal inter-
onnect contacts), but is very strong for the small single cell,
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Fig. 4. Voltage and power as a function of time for a 1-cell stack (50 cm2)
at 750 ◦C furnace temperature (ca. 780 ◦C local cell temperature) and 33 A
(70% fuel conversion, 33% electrical efficiency), H2 8 ml min−1 cm−2, air
50 ml min−1 cm−2, showing continuous performance increase.

Fig. 5. Current density as a function of time for a small single cell (1 cm2

cathode) at 800 ◦C cell temperature and 0.7 V (A), respectively, 0.6 V (B),
H2 120 ml min−1, air 250 ml min−1, showing continuous increase, but strong
degradation beyond 3 A cm−2. Arrows in (A) indicate the short interruption of
polarisation for recording of I–V characteristics.

starting at just 0.2 A cm−2 at constant voltage polarisation of
0.7 V and reaching 1.3 A cm−2 180 h later. This marked increase
was reported before for LSM by some of the authors [11] and
more recently for LSF by Simner et al. [17,18], referred to
as “burn-in”. The phenomenon is explained as improved elec-
trode/electrolyte adhesion (a current density effect) and reduc-
tive redissolution of phases formed during cathode sintering
(a voltage effect) [18]. Baumann et al. report an important
improvement in LaSrCoFeO3 cathode behaviour, when strongly
polarised, due to field-induced surface compositional changes
[19]. When taking the cell further to yet higher current den-
sity (polarised at 0.6 V; Fig. 5B), a maximum of 3 A cm−2

is reached after which performance strongly deteriorates. Post
mortem SEM investigation of the sample did not point to direct
evidence for this drop: no delamination, interfacial reaction nor
significant grain coarsening could be seen. Further examination
is ongoing. For stack operation, our numerical modeling shows
that maximum local current density (fuel inlet) does not exceed
1.5 A cm−2. It is therefore not an aim to attain long-term stability
at 3 A cm−2 or more.

3.2. Thermal cycling

Reasonable resistance is observed to temperature cycles,
whether intended or unintended (the latter being more likely
t

F
s
a

o happen in real application), as illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7.
ig. 6. Voltage and temperature as a function of time for a 1-cell stack (50 cm2)
ubjected to five thermal cycles down from 750 ◦C. H2 flow of 4 ml min−1 cm−2,
ir flow 20 ml min−1 cm−2.
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Fig. 7. Open circuit voltage of all cells in a 5-cell stack before and after each of
three thermal cycles between 800 and 25 ◦C.

Fig. 6 shows a 1-cell stack (50 cm2) operated over 400 h
undergoing five cooling/heating ramps between 100–200 and
750 ◦C in the space of 100 h, i.e. roughly a cycle per day. The
cell bore a LSM cathode and displayed initial voltage oscilla-
tions edging out after around 100 h (cf. Fig. 1). Fuel conversion
on this cell was 35% with a H2 flow of 4 ml min−1 cm−2.

Before each cycle, the cell was left to OCV and cooled
down with flowing H2 and air; after reheat, polarisation (10 A)
was reapplied soon after reaching final operating temperature
(750 ◦C). The cooling rate was 120 K h−1 for the first three cycles
down to 500 ◦C, then accelerated to 200 K h−1. Initial cooling
for cycles 4 and 5 was 200 K h−1, then 250 K h−1 for cycle 4
(till 70 ◦C) and natural cooling in cycle 5 (till 100 ◦C). Reheat
rates were 120, 150 and 200 K h−1 for cycles 1, 2 and 3, respec-
tively, and 350 K h−1 for cycles 4 and 5. These different ramps,
closely following each other, do not appear to affect the single
cell stack performance, which picks up the same degradation
slope (−10%/1000 h) notable already before cycling.

Thermal cycling was also performed on a 5-cell stack using
100 cm2 HTceramix circular cells at Sulzer Innotec, at heat-
ing/cooling rates of 120 K h−1 between 800 and 25 ◦C. Stability
of the open circuit voltage for all cells – variation within 2%
(Fig. 7) – demonstrated the electrolyte gas tightness and absence
of fissuring.
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Fig. 8. Performance dependence of 5-cell stack (100 cm2 cells) on air flow (A)
and fuel flow (B) variation at 800 ◦C.

Air flow dependence (Fig. 8A) varied between 35
and 83 ml min−1 cm−2 at constant H2 flow to the anodes
(4 ml min−1 cm−2), corresponding to a λ-variation between 3.6
and 8.7, showed marginal differences (5%). However, the depen-
dence was significant even for small H2 flow variation (Fig. 8B)
between 3.4 and 5 ml min−1 cm−2. For the smallest flow, fuel
utilisation reached 88% and electrical efficiency (LHV) of 37%.

Performance homogeneity between the cells (not shown) was
satisfactory: for the 5-cell stack reported in Fig. 8 the spread was
5.6%, for a second 5-cell stack tested in identical conditions
this spread was 8.2%. For a 6-cell stack mounted and tested
in the HTceramix SOFCONNEXTM design (see further below
Fig. 14), the cell-to-cell performance spread was 3.6%.

However, an earlier test on a 12-cell stack (50 cm2 cells) indi-
cated severely inhomogeneous performance distributions.

For this stack, Fig. 9 displays the voltage values per cell
between OCV and 10 A stack current (0.2 A cm−2) in steps of
1 A. Low overall OCV (11.2 V for the stack or 0.93 V cell aver-
age) points to important gas leakage from the beginning. The
border cells are the coldest in the stack and under higher con-
straint as center cells can rely on several distribution layers above
and below to better absorb constraint differences. This appears
in Fig. 9A, where the top and bottom cells (1 and 12) quickly
.3. Gas flow conditions

Another influence of importance is that of stack performance
ependence upon fuel and air flow, pointing both to flow homo-
eneity between cells in a stack and flow distribution within a
epeating unit. The goals are to optimise fuel flow in order to
imultaneously satisfy electrical efficiency and power density
nd to optimise air flow in order to reach sufficient cell cooling
ut limit air pressure drop in a stack made as compact as possible.
ig. 8 shows results for a 5-cell stack (100 cm2 cells, Sulzer test).
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Fig. 9. Performance of early 12-cell stack: (A) indicating leakage and low output
of border cells, and (B) successive failure of cells 12, 1, 7, 5, 4 paired with
temperature rise due to combustion. The remaining cells not plotted (2, 3, 9, 10,
11) behaved correctly and closely like cell 6.

reach performance limits (below 0.3 V at 6 A) when the other
cells maintain average cell voltage above 0.8 V. Cells 5 and 7 are
next to follow (at 8 A) in limiting the stack output. In Fig. 9B,
one notices the increase in temperature after failure of cell 1 at
first, then after failure of cells 5 and 7, due to the creation of
direct combustion zones in the stack. An important temperature
shift exists between air inlet (T1) and H2 outlet (T2), arising from
insufficiently preheated air flow and from thermal runaway. Post
mortem inspection revealed that cells 1 and 12 used an active
surface of only 40 and 20%, respectively (due to insufficient
fuel feed or a severe leak) and that cells 5 and 7 showed multiple
cracks, related probably more to inferior mechanical integrity
or to an assembly fault than to their position in the stack. The
degradation on cells 5 and 7 appeared to quickly affect the neigh-
bouring cells 4 and 8, visible in Fig. 9A and more clearly in
Fig. 9B, plotted as a function of time. Surprisingly, the interca-
lated neighbour cell 6 remains unaffected, confirmed from post
mortem inspection (Fig. 10). The same applied to the remaining
cells 3, 8–11. It is therefore an uneasy task to try and predict the
behaviour of one cell on others in the stack as several parameters

Fig. 10. Post-test aspect of cell number 6 of the 12-cell stack, remaining intact
despite failure of the neighbouring cells 5 and 7.

are still ill-controlled (e.g. invisible mechanical defects in a cell
prior to testing, minor misalignments during stack assembly and
sealing). Ni-based anode supported cells are especially sensitive
to variable pO2 atmospheres, where fluctuations between reduc-
ing and oxidising conditions lead to contraction–expansion and
soon to cell cracks. This is most critical at the cell edges where,
moreover, temperature is higher due to post-combustion.

In order to more closely investigate the effect of flow field,
experiments were performed on a segmented repeating unit,
allowing to measure localised current density (eight segments
with surfaces between 6 and 9 cm2 each). Detailed results will
be reported separately. In one particular test, every segment
was individually polarised to around 0.4 A cm−2, after which
current was interrupted and the segment voltage relaxation to
OCV monitored with time. Results for selected segments are
displayed in Fig. 11. It is observed that the fuel entry seg-
ment immediately restores to OCV as expected, that a centre
and a corner segment (towards the fuel exit) take 2–3 min, and
finally that a corner segment next to fuel entry requires up to
10 min to restore original OCV. Whether steam evacuation or

F
z
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ig. 11. Local cell voltage as a function of time, for galvanically separated
ones of a segmented stack repeating unit, after current interruption from
a. 0.4 A cm−2 per segment, 800 ◦C, H2 flow 2.5 ml min−1 cm−2, air flow
0 ml min−1 cm−2.
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Fig. 12. Voltage and current as a function of time for a 1-cell stack, 750 ◦C, H2

flow 8 ml min−1 cm−2, air flow 40 ml min−1 cm−2, showing degradation depen-
dence upon operating point. Small arrows indicate thermal cycles.

air supply is dominant remains to be determined. The relax-
ation curves can be approximated by a double exponential (1
for each process), with time constants of 10 and 80 s, respec-
tively, for the centre and exit corner segments, but 16 and 160 s
for the inlet corner segment. This type of experiments, paired
with extensive modeling [9,20,21,22], allow us to now design
a different cell configuration, with improved flow field and fuel
conversion.

3.4. Long-term degradation

Degradation in electrical output is explained by a complex
superposition of a variety of processes with different time con-
stants. Apart from inherent materials control, the operating con-
ditions will also influence the durability. Performance loss of
a 1-cell stack operated for 5500 h showed clear dependence on
cell voltage (Fig. 12). At successive current densities of 0.56,
0.52 and 0.48 A cm−2 (first 500 h, fuel utilisation 45–50%), cell
voltage was ca. 0.52 V and power loss severe (−0.1 mV h−1

or −20%/1000 h). At reduced current of 0.36 A cm−2 (fuel
utilisation 35%) and cell voltage around 0.6 V, a reactivation
was observed (+2% in 1000 h) before renewed but lessened
degradation set in (−5%/1000 h over 2000 h). At the final con-
dition of 0.7 V constant voltage (ca. 0.2 A cm−2, fuel utilisa-
tion 20%), degradation was maintained at first to −5%/1000 h
f
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Fig. 13. Establishment of OCV on a 6-cell stack after fuel introduction, 750 ◦C.

3.5. Stack (100 W) operating cycle

A 6-cell stack of present HTceramix SOFCONNEXTM

design and configuration (50 cm2 cells with two feed holes;
Fig. 10) was assembled to achieve 100 Wel. The next Figs. 13–18
describe the stack dynamics in test sequence.

Fig. 13 shows the moment of introduction of (dry) H2
fuel to the anodes. All six cells respond quickly to equili-
brate after 0.5 h above >1 V (stack voltage 6.16 V). H2 flow
was 8 ml min−1 cm−2 (2.4 L total), air flow 48 ml min−1 cm−2

(14.4 L total), corresponding to an excess ratio λ of 2.4.
Initial performance reached 82 W at 750 ◦C furnace tempera-

ture (790 ◦C for the highest locally measured temperature) under
25 A constant current polarisation. A brief excursion was made
to 790 ◦C furnace temperature to reach 100 Wel at 28.5 A and
3.5 V stack voltage (0.585 V per cell). Fuel conversion at this
stage was 53% and electrical efficiency 25%. The monitored
temperature was maximally 830 ◦C at the H2 excess outlet, while
other temperatures measured within the stack showed local val-
ues below 800 ◦C.

Furnace temperature was returned to 750 ◦C and stack current
to 25 A. Two identical stack I–V curves were recorded after 19
and 37 h of operation, plotted in Fig. 14. Stack power reached

F
a

or 1000 h, then accelerated to −10%/1000 h towards test ter-
ination. These differences, especially for the initial 2000 h,

re believed to relate to reoxidation of the nickel anode at
oo high anode overpotential. Numerical simulation shows that
or lower cell voltage (higher fuel utilisation), an increased
node area receives very little fuel [9]. Combined with air
nd steam back diffusion at the anode edge, also quantified
y calculation [20], these zones are prone to reoxidation. Post
ortem inspection often reveals an oxidised anode border (one

o several millimeters wide, green NiO colour instead of grey
i metal) on most tested stack cells. The previously men-

ioned improved cell design with modified sealing, better flow
eld and higher fuel conversion is expected to reduce this

imitation.

ig. 14. I–V–P output of the 6-cell stack at 750 ◦C (furnace), real T < 800 ◦C,
fter 37 h of stable operation.
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Fig. 15. Lack of H2 supply (valve leak) under constant stack current (25 A),
leading to severe cell voltage loss, restored to original values after reintroduction
of H2.

Fig. 16. I–V–P output of the 6-cell stack at 750 ◦C (furnace), real T < 800 ◦C,
after 140 h of operation including a full thermal cycle and an unintended near-
redox cycle (H2 supply leak).

Fig. 17. Breakdown of cell number 2 during stack polarisation at 30 A, just after
reaching peal power (109 W). End of stack test at 146 h.

Fig. 18. Temperature at five locations near the stack, illustrating a spread of
70 K, during fracturing of cell number 2. One temperature (Tb) is seen to have
risen substantially, pointing to a hot zone caused by H2 leakage after the cell
failure.

90 W at 27 A for an efficiency of 22% and fuel conversion of
50%. Cell performance homogeneity was adequate with an aver-
age value spread of 3.6% and OCVs of 1.01–1.05 V.

During the first 60 h, owing to cathode activation
(Figs. 2A and 4), stack performance at constant polarisation
increased from 82 to 87 W. At that moment, a severe H2 leak
occurred in the supply (due to a defect switching valve), while
polarising the stack to 25 A, leading to cell voltage breakdown
to 0.1–0.4 V (Fig. 15) during approximately 40 min. Switching
to fresh H2 supply restored the original performance: the stack
therefore coped well with this involuntary simulation of a near-
redox cycle.

The stack was subsequently taken through a full thermal cycle
(800 ◦C → 50 ◦C → 800 ◦C). Upon renewed introduction of H2
fuel at 750 ◦C, two out of the six cells (numbers 2 and 5) lagged
behind in restoring to open circuit voltage. Their final OCV was
only 0.88 and 0.93 V for a stack voltage of 5.7 V compared to
6 V before the thermal cycle. Some amount of damage incurred
while cycling, whether redox or thermal.

Performance was again recorded after 140 h, including the
H2 leak incident and the thermal cycle (Fig. 16). A stack out-
put of 90 W was reproduced, but at slightly higher H2 flow
(9 ml min−1 cm−2) to compensate for lower OCVs. Hence, fuel
conversion and electrical efficiency were lowered to 40 and
19%, respectively. Especially cell number 2 is seen to underper-
form, and value spread among the six cells has now increased
t
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o 9.2%.
Cell number 2 shortly later lead to stack failure, displayed

n Fig. 17: at constant polarisation of 30 A and stable potentials
f the five other cells, the potential of cell 2 steadily increased
efore collapsing, incidently at 0.5 V like in Fig. 1C. In Fig. 12
s well, during the first 500 h of operation, the performance is
een to strongly degrade when cell voltage is close to 0.5 V. The
ehaviour in Fig. 17 is believed to be related to anode limita-
ion; around 0.5 V cell voltage, some poorly fed anode zones
ill be inactive (reoxidised), constricting the same substantial

urrent to a smaller area, in turn leading to local heating, hot
pot formation and crack initiation. Shortly before breakdown,
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the stack reached peak power of 109 Wel (30 A, 3.62 V, fuel
conversion 50%, efficiency 24%). After failure of cell number
2, the stack was cooled down. Fig. 18 displays the correla-
tion between this failure and the temperature reading at various
locations.

4. Conclusions

Transient and dynamic behaviour of short SOFC stacks (1–12
cells of 50 cm2 each, and 5-cell stacks of 100 cm2 per cell)
were presented. Adequate power density is achieved with LSF
cathodes, demonstrating performance activation and absence
of any oscillations unlike cells with LSM cathodes, a phe-
nomenon yet unexplained. Over 0.4 W cm−2 was achieved at
70% fuel conversion on a 1-cell stack (33 A) for a 450 h test
without any degradation. In a 6-cell stack, power density reached
0.34 W cm−2 (100 W total) at 50% fuel conversion and 25%
electrical efficiency. After severe gas leakage (supply fault)
and a thermal cycle, this stack maintained its performance,
until one cell (probably damaged during cycling) broke due
to what appears to be crack initiation by local heating. Nev-
ertheless, the results (>1 kWel L−1) are encouraging. Accept-
able thermal cycling resistance was demonstrated. Long-term
behaviour depends upon operating conditions (cell potential,
fuel utilisation) and is yet insufficient (−5%/1000 h for a 5500 h
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